MAIN REFEREE HANDBOOK
FOR BADMINTON EVENTS

During the tournament (main referee responsibility):
To avoid any hectic during the event but to guarantee a smooth run of the actual
tournament itself it is necessary to standardise the communication times. Hence; all parties
involved know when to expect the next information:





final confirmation of first round fixtures and court assignments at 15:00 local time a
day before event start
final confirmation of next round fixtures and court assignments at least 3 hours
before game start
final confirmation for next day games minimum at 21:00 local time
any kind of changes should be avoided or communicated straight away

Our contact details and involved partners:
Bwin
Europe’s biggest online entertaining company and your first contact point for fixtures and to
provide scores over the phone in case of problems with the live ticker.
Telephone:
Email:

0043 1 585 60 44 – 41166
proco@bwin.org

Unas Media
Video hosting and/or production company responsible for the videostream signal and score
ticker transmission.
Telephone:
Email:

00 43 1 256 3141 555
video@unas.tv

Eric Bakkar
Responsible for video production and ticker functionality at venue
Telephone: 00 31 65 314 5989
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MAIN REFEREE GUIDELINE:
1. Get in contact with bwin and provide bwin contact details
(phone number, email) at least 48 hours before event start.
2. Provide bwin first day/round fixtures 24 hours before event
starts.
3. Next round fixtures and court assignments should be send
bwin at least 3 hours before game start but as early as possible.
4. Final confirmation/fixtures of the next day games minimum at
21:00 local time but as early as possible.
5. Any kind of courts or player names changes should be avoided
as this causes major complications on bwin side. If really not
avoidable then this MUST BE communicated straight away to
bwin.
Where to send fixtures:
proco@bwin.org
lbc@bwin.org
video@unas.tv
Where to call:
:: Fixtures, loss of internet and/or power
Bwin program coordination team:

0043 1 585 60 44 – 4 11 66

:: Technical issues with video stream or ticker
Unas:

+43 1 256 31 41 555
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